LIKE ON MARS. ANSWER KEY
2.Mark the following sentences true or false (T/F) according to the text. Then
write the part (and ONLY that part) of the text which justifies your answer. (1
point; 0.25 each)
a. The volunteers were given basic training before they started the

experiment.
FALSE .. went through a year of intensive training
b. They weren’t allowed any kind of contact with the outside world.

.FALSE ….There was no contact with the outside world, with the
exception of Internet and phone lines

c. The volunteers reacted differently to the experiment.

TRUE… Some volunteers were affected more than others
d. The scientists were worried by the results of the experiment.

TRUE…. results were a cause for concern among the scientists

3.Find words and phrases in the text that correspond in meaning to the words and
definitions given here.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Copy mimic
controlled, limited amounts rationed
short sleeps naps
essential crucial

4 Pronunciation. (1 point; 0.25 each)
a. In which of the following words is the ending “-ed” pronounced /id/?

stayed – recycled – affected – entered

b. Write the word whose underlined letters are pronounced differently.

outfitted – thousands – through – hours

c. Write the word in which the underlined letters are /e/ the same as in

“bed”. react – real – meant – colleague

d. Find a word in the text that includes the sound like the /juː/ in “schedule”.

Human ,Europeans, during, simulte computer

5 Rewrite the following sentences without changing the original meaning. Use
the word in brackets and / or the expression given, making the necessary
changes. (1.5 points; 0.5 points each)
a. Lisa didn’t bake a cake – she bought one. (instead of)
Lisa bought a cake instead of buying one. ( en vez de comprar uno..after a
preposition we use a form with –ing and not an infinitive)
b. They will announce the names of the winners next week.
The names of the winners will be announced next week (active to passive)
c. “Did you pay for the meal?” Liz asked me. Liz asked if I had paid for the
meal

